Dear Mrs. XXXX,

Hi, here are the answers to your questions. Friday is my favorite day because we get out of school for the weekend and I can stay up late. My favorite ecosystem to learn about would be the ocean or lake. I would want to 3D print cases and boxes for my things. Our school mascot is a panther and our colors are gold and blue. I want to be a mechanical engineer but if I had the chance I would play for the cavs. I would want to invent better or cooler basketball hoops. My favorite parts of the hockey games is the faceoffs or sometimes penalties when I get to run the penalty box. My dream job would be a NBA player. I would want to explore the bottom of the ocean.

In science class we are learning about sound. I learned the sound is vibration and that solids reflect sound the best. We have not been doing sound for that long so we have not learned every single thing in the sound unit but we will start learning everything we need. I am going to myrtle beach this summer with one of my friends.

Now I have some questions for you. If you could play for any sports team what team would you play for? Why is saturday your favorite day? What is your school mascot? What are some things you would like to invent? Where would you go if you could go anywhere? What pet would you get if you could? What position would you play if you played basketball?

Bye it was very fun writing to you and learning so many cool things about you and what you do. I will miss writing to you and learning cool things about a bioengineer.

Sincerely,
Mark